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The collective behavior of up to six target electrons emitted in a single collision of 5.9 MeVyu U651

with Ne was investigated using high-resolution recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy. With an increasing
number of ejected electrons the recoil ions are increasingly scattered into the backward direction,
providing evidence that the electrons are emitted into the forward hemisphere. Their mean longitudinal
sum energy varies from about 5 eV for single ionization up to 1.1 keV for Ne61. Experimental
recoil-ion momentum distributions are in excellent agreement with results of classical many-particle
calculations.

PACS numbers: 34.50.Fa, 34.10.+x
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In a single collision of a fast, heavy, and highly charg
ion with a complex atom the simultaneous transfer of ma
target electrons from bound to continuum states (multi
target ionization) occurs with large cross sections [1,2].
many cases, for large perturbationsqyyP by the incoming
projectile (q is the projectile charge andyP is the projectile
velocity), up to 50% of all ionizing collisions are multipl
ionization events. These reactions, therefore, decisiv
contribute to the energy loss and straggling of heavy io
in gases [3], plasma [4], tissue [5,6], or solid matter [7,

Theoretically not much is known on the behavior
a many-electron system under the action of a tim
dependent perturbation. For fast heavy-ion impact wh
large projectile charges of up toq  92 occur, qyyP

typically exceeds unity up to comparably large velociti
of yP & 100 a.u. and perturbation theories cannot
used over a broadyP regime. Quantum mechanica
ab initio coupled-channel calculations are usually n
practicable in the regime of strong perturbations due to
tremendous increase in the number of coupled chann
Theab initio calculation for triple and multiple ionization
is definitely beyond present computing capabilities. Th
in addition to its relevance to applied physics, the tim
dependent quantum mechanical many-particle prob
remains among the most important and very fundame
questions to be investigated in the future.

In the past classicaln-body classical trajectory Monte
Carlo (nCTMC) [9] and semiclassical quantum statistic
[10] many-particle methods have been developed with
mendous success in the prediction of total multip
ionization cross sections. Such theories were even a
to provide a reliable description of differential multipl
ionization cross sections in dependence of the projec
scattering angle [11,12] or the recoil-ion transverse m
mentum [12,13]. A strongly collective behavior of th
emitted electrons was predicted for multiple ionizatio
0031-9007y96y76(7)y1043(4)$06.00
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after fast heavy-ion impact [14,15]. (Following thes
authors “collective” is used in the sense of “behaving in
similar or same way.” This does not necessarily imp
a strong interaction between the individual electrons o
“correlated” motion.) According to these calculation
electrons are scattered to the side of the incoming pro
tile and strongly into the forward direction opposite th
recoiling target ion which compensates for most of t
electron longitudinal and transverse sum momentum. T
projectile was found to be deflected to negative ang
onto the side of the recoil ion for a major part of a
ionizing collisions [15,16].

Experimentally, as well, only few investigations hav
been reported on many-electron transitions going beyo
the determination of total cross sections. In particular
conclusive proof of the above predictions, most importa
to test the abilities of the theoretical approximations,
still missing. This is due to the enormous difficultie
one faces in many-electron coincidence experiments. T
alternative ways to achieve information on the collecti
properties of emitted electrons are the measuremen
the projectile energy loss or of the recoil-ion momentu
Energy-loss experiments at largeyP are extremely difficult
to perform with sufficient resolution ofDpyp , 1025 [17]
and no information on the direction of the emitted electro
can be deduced from these experiments. The other w
the determination of the recoiling target-ion momentu
(recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy) also suffered fro
limited transverse [12,18] or longitudinal [19] resolutio
for experiments reported until now.

In this Letter we provide first experimental evidenc
for the collective forward emission of electrons from mu
tiply ionizing 5.9 MeVyuU651 on Ne collisions exploit-
ing high-resolution recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy
large projectile velocitiessyP  15 a.u.d. The complete
recoil-ion momentum vector was determined with a re
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1043
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olution of aboutDpR  60.35 a.u., a factor of 15 bette
than the best resolution ever reported [19] for a tar
heavier than He. At large projectile velocities the long
tudinal recoil-ion momentum distribution mirrors the lo
gitudinal sum momentum of the emitted electrons with
an accuracy of

P
En

e yyP (En
e is the continuum energy o

the nth electron) for a multiple ionization event [20,21
Thus experimental information on

P
pn

ek and on the col-
lective behavior of emitted electrons can be obtained b
measurement ofpRk alone.

The experiments were performed using a 5.9 MeVyu
stripped, well-collimated1 3 1 mm2 and charge state
analyzedU651 beam from the UNILAC of GSI. After
the collision the outgoing projectiles were deflected in
magnet and onlyU651 ions (no charge exchange) wa
recorded by a fast scintillation detector at a rate of
to 1 MHz. EmergingU651 ions, recoiling low-energy
target ions of various charge states as well as one
the electrons emitted in each event were measured
triple coincidence as illustrated in Fig. 1. This was t
final charge states of the projectile and of the target
are controlled. In addition, the recoil momentum vec
was determined as described below (due to the comple
of the triple-coincidence measurement only a brief a
incomplete outline of the experiment can be provided
this Letter; details can be found in two recent experimen
papers [22,23]).

A single stage supersonic jet provided a well-localiz
Ne target of 2.8 mm diameter and a density of about3 3

1011 atomsycm2 at the intersection point with the ion bea
at a rest gas pressure of1027 Torr [21,24]. Recoil ions are
created at the ion-beam jet intersection with small energ
of typically well below 1 eV for the present multipl
ionization reactions. They were extracted by a we
uniform electric field of 0.75 Vycm transverse to the ion
beam. The field was generated between two resistive-l
covered ceramic plates of 20 cm length (see Fig. 1). A
10 cm of acceleration, the recoil ions drift over 20 cm to
focused in time. They are postaccelerated by 2000 V o
2 mm and detected by a two-dimensional position sensi
(2D PS) channel plate detector of 40 mm diameter. T

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the combined recoil-ion ele
tron spectrometer.
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Nei1 time of flight (TOF) as large as 48msec fori  1
was measured by the recoil-ion–projectile coincidenc
The TOF provides the target-ion charge state and
recoil momentum along the extraction direction. From th
position on the detector and the measured TOF the ot
two momentum components can be calculated and the
recoil-ion momentum vector is determined.

In principle the additional fast coincidence with one o
the emitted target electrons is not necessary but turned
to be essential for the experiment: In order to sufficien
reduce the background contributions in the 50msec time
window only projectiles coincident with one of the elec
trons were accepted as true start signals for the recoil-
TOF measurement. To provide this trigger signal all ele
trons with a total energy of less than 70 eV were detec
with a solid angle ofDV . 2p by a 2D PS channel plate
placed opposite to the recoil-ion detector (a postacce
ation of 200 V guarantees optimum detection efficiency
The large solid angle is obtained by extracting the electro
with the electric field and forcing them onto spiral trajec
tories in an additional solenoidal magnetic field of 30
along the extraction direction [21,22].

The absolute calibration of the recoil-ion longitudina
and transverse momentum components has been che
by applying different extraction voltages and is accura
within about 0.5 a.u. For Ne11 and 1.2 a.u. for Ne61.
Since in all previous experiments for single ionizatio
the theoretical maximum in the longitudinal momentu
distribution was in excellent agreement with experime
[21,25], the present position of the maximum fori 
1 was set equal to the theoretical value. The relati
accuracy in thepRk scale for differenti is much better
and experimental uncertainties are less than60.1 a.u.

The sum of the events over the recoil-ion momen
and charge states was normalized to the previou
measured absolute ionization cross sections 

P6
i1 si

of s  1.1 3 10214 cm2 [15]. The cross sections for
recoil ions with different charge statesi are in excellent
agreement withnCTMC calculations where the tota
energy deposition to the target is considered properly.

In Fig. 2 the experimental longitudinal momentum
distributions for recoiling target ions with charge states
to i  6 are shown in comparison with theoretical resul
calculated in thenCTMC approach. Recoil ions of all
charge states are mainly ejected with negative longitudi
momenta, i.e., into the backwards direction. Alread
for Ne11 this feature is obvious and comparable to th
observed before for single ionization of He [21] indicatin
the influence of the strong and long ranging potent
of the emerging projectile. The backwards emission
the recoil ions becomes more and more pronounced w
increasing electron multiplicity and a maximum in th
momentum distribution at about24 a.u. is observed for
i  6. For charge states up toi  4 the theoretical
prediction is in excellent agreement with the experimen
data in shape, in absolute magnitude, as well as in
prediction of the position of the maximum inpRk.
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FIG. 2. Recoil-ion longitudinal momentum distributions fori-
fold target ionization. Circles: experimental data. Solid line
theoretical results in thenCTMC approach. Dashed straigh
line: Recoil-ion momentum equals zero.

The recoil-ion longitudinal momentum distribution ca
be related to the double differential multiple electro
emission cross sections as has been pointed out be
[21,25] and described in detail recently for single io
ization [20]. In brief, for collisions with small energy
momentum, and mass transfers (perfectly fulfilled in t
present case on the level of1026), it follows from momen-
tum and energy conservation for the longitudinal mome
tum balance in multiply ionizing collisions (all in atomi
units):

p
sid
Rk 

iX
n1

sUn 1 En
e dyyP 2

iX
n1

pn
ek . (1)

Un are the well-known sequential ionization potentia
for Ne, En

e is the continuum energy, andpn
ek is the

longitudinal momentum of thenth electron emitted in the
collision.

At large projectile velocities and for small ionizatio
potentials as well as continuum electron energies, the
two terms are negligibly small and Eq. (1) reduces
good approximation top

sid
Rk  2

Pi
n1 pn

ek. Thus direct
information on the longitudinal sum momentum of th
emitted electrons can be obtained for Ne charge states u
i  3, where these conditions are reasonably well fulfill
(for single ionization of He by fast Ni impact [21] it ha
s:
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been demonstrated in a kinematically complete experim
that the recoil-ion longitudinal momentum mirrors that on
of the electron on the level ofDpek ø 0.2 a.u.). The
backwards emission of the recoil ions for all charge sta
provides a first and unambiguous experimental proof th
the electron sum momentum is directed into the forwa
hemisphere for multiple ionization by fast highly charge
ion impact.

With an increasing number of emitted electrons the co
tribution to the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum due t
the

P
En

e yyP term, throwing the recoil ions into the for-
ward direction, can no longer be neglected. The sum
ergy of the continuum electrons may be roughly estimat
to be equal to the sum of the ionization potentials of a
emitted electrons (virial theorem). However, in previou
experiments for 10 MeV C61 impact, projectile energy
losses were found to be about a factor of 2 larger than
pected by the above consideration nearly independen
the electron multiplicity [17] (a detailed discussion can b
found in [12]; the data are in good agreement with theor
ical results). Assuming this to be similar for the prese
collision system, the maximum in the recoil-ion longitu
dinal momentum fori  6 would be atpRk ø 14 a.u. if
the electrons were emitted isotropically. Instead, a stro
net shift to the backward direction of about29 a.u. is ob-
served demonstrating that the electron sum momentum
increasingly pointing into the forward direction with in
creasing electron multiplicity. Fori  6 a considerable
forward sum energy of the electrons of about 1.1 keV c
be estimated.

The recoil-ion transverse momenta (Fig. 3) are not u
ambiguously connected to the emission characteris
of the electrons. The balance between the nuclear a
electronic contributions has to be considered which m
change with increasing electron multiplicity. Therefor
the transverse momentum distributions for the differe
recoil-ion charge states sensitively monitors the full d
namics of the collision where the interplay of all activ
particles has to be taken into account. The excellent agr
ment of the experimentalpR' distributions with theoretical
results in Fig. 3 demonstrates the validity of thenCTMC
approach in the regime of highly perturbative collision
Moreover, it is an additional hint of the nonisotropic emis
sion of electrons even in the transverse direction as p
dicted by theory [14]: The electrons are calculated to
preferentially ejected to the side of the incoming projectil

The question arises whether the experimentally o
served large forward directed electron sum momentum
a proof that most of the individual electrons are emitte
into the forward hemisphere resulting in a collective fo
ward motion as predicted by theory. One might assum
that one fast “binary encounter” electron would yield
backward scattered recoil ion the other electrons be
emitted more or less isotropically. However, as point
out recently [20], electrons which suffer a hard bina
encounter with the projectile emerge with an energy
Ee  2y

2
P cos2qe and, thus, with a longitudinal momen
1045
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections for the transverse mome
of Nei1 recoil ions. Circles: experimental data. Solid lines
results of thenCTMC calculation.

tum of pek  2yp cos2qe. Putting this into Eq. (1) yields
pRk  UnyyP for this individual electron therefore con
tributing not at all to the observed backward scattering
the recoil ion. In order to explain the experimental re
sults assuming one “hot” electron, the ratio of longitudin
to transverse momentum of this electron must be larg
than for a binary encounter electron which seems unlike
Therefore, independent of any theory, our experimental
sults provide clear evidence that most of the continuu
electrons from a multiple ionization event by fast high
charged ion impact emerge collectively into the forwa
hemisphere.

In conclusion, we have measured the recoil-ion m
mentum distributions for multiple ionization of Ne by
5.9 MeVyu U651 impact using high-resolution recoil-ion
momentum spectroscopy. Our results provide a first a
unique test for theories calculating differential man
electron emission cross sections. The main finding
our study is a large longitudinal electron sum momentu
pointing into the forward hemisphere for all electron mu
tiplicities with a maximum of

P6
n1 pn

ek ø 19 a.u. for
sixfold target ionization. The data provide clear eviden
that most of the electrons are emitted collectively into t
forward direction as predicted theoretically. The expe
imental momentum distributions in longitudinal as we
1046
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as in transverse direction are in excellent agreement w
the theoretical results ofnCTMC calculations proofing
the ability of classical many-particle models to describ
accurately many-electron processes in the regime of str
perturbations.

Future experimental effort will concentrate on an in
crease of the recoil-ion momentum resolution and
the implementation of three independent multihit capab
electron detectors [23]: This way complete experimen
for multiple target ionization can be envisaged in the ne
future. One particular goal is the experimental verific
tion of negative projectile scattering angles predicted f
the major part of multiply ionizing collisions and possibl
rainbow scattering of the heavy projectiles.
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